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SAY HELLO TO COVET COLLECTION…

Salon del mobile is back, and this year is time to meet
something new.
In 2022 Isaloni meets Covet Collection that presents a
new wide range of fresh products and a unique style in
its collections that certainly won´t leave anyone
indifferent to its pieces, not only for their shapes and
design but also by the name´s behind this creative
pieces, that include PTANG studio, Luis Mercader and
Masquespacio.
Covet Collection – Design Editions offers highly curated
capsule collections to create show-stopping interiors.
These capsules include furniture, lighting, and
accessories developed in partnership with the world’s
most creative minds. You will find a large offer in every
possible style to make any type of project, thus
simplifying the process of finding the right products for
space, up to the delivery of the goods.

Come find us at PAV.: 2 | STAND B19 - C18
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Center tables | Dovedale center table by Ptang studio

Dovedale Center Table, by Covet Collection, has two different carved hardwood legs, the modern center
table masterfully unifies the main characteristics from the collection, the granite stone with a tempered
glass top, emerging a contemporary designed coffee table. The Dovedale Stepping Stones are a beautiful
feature in the Peak District and a declared National Nature Reserve of UK

Armchairs | Ancud armchair by Covet House

Ancud Armchair, by Covet House, is upholstered in a deep green
velvet fabric that resembles the plant life found in the fields of
the city, with a capitoné finish that replicates the sensation of
the terrain’s various altitudes. Ancud, known for its lush
vegetation and vibrant vistas, has one of the most beautiful
landscapes in the world, which could only serve as the
inspiration for this gorgeous armchair. A nice complement for
the Ancud Sofa.

Armchairs | Fractal logo armchair by Luis Mercader

A fractal is a never-ending pattern which repeats
itself in loop. This elegant leather armchair rises from
the beauty of chaos as a strong character            
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Armchairs | Sarsen Armchair by Ptang studio

Sarsen Armchair, by Covet Collection, is a superb textured single tone boucle upholstery, characterized
by its detailed stitching. Finally, adding the sublime granite stone, which brings a one-of-a-kind and
luxurious touch. This contemporary designed piece follows the same inspiration as the Sarsen family,
where Sarsen stones are sandstone blocks that may be found in large quantities in the United Kingdom.
These are the stones used in the ancient and enigmatic Stonehenge. For a modern and minimalistic look,
fabrics with stone-like hues and a clean and streamlined design were chosen for the armchair.

Stools | Pentagon stool by Luis Mercader

Shaped as a pentagon, which is the symbol of human
microcosm, perfection and individuality, this leather stool
combines polished stainless steel and black glossy lacquer to
make a statement in virtually any room design.
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Center tables | Slater center table by Covet House

Slater Center Table, by Covet House, consists of exactly four slates of Patagonia marble merged with
refined metal champagne. Leveled in different dimensions to give a natural, organic vibe, expertly
crafted. This amorphic center table gathers its name from the art of creating thin sheets of rock.            

Consoles| Linear console by Luis Mercader

The very definition of elegant luxury. Simple in form, yet
luxurious in materials and details, this marble and polished
stainless steel console is a must-have in modern luxurious
interiors.

Mirrors | Fractal logo mirror by Luis Mercader

This polished stainless steel mirror is the reflection of harmony in
chaos. It is an ode to geometry and simple forms which when
repeated in loop become almost hypnotic.
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COVET COLLECTION keeps inspiring and creating new trends. 
 

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE. WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE
WORLD. 

 
 
 
 

Please, credit ALL USED images with COVET COLLECTION or www.covetcollection.eu 
 

• NOTES TO EDITORS • 
For more information, projects, interviews, trends and high-resolution images, 

 
Please contact: 

ALEXANDRE VIEIRA | PRESS MANAGER 
Press and Public Relations 
press@covetcollection.eu

TAG US IN YOUR ARTICLE / PUBLICATION. 
WE WILL SHARE IT. 
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